Abstract
Introduction
One of the annoying things is when you are away from the office or home for a while and do not have access to your emails while on holiday or on a trip for a week or more and come back to realize that you have hundreds of email messages waiting for you. The question of where to start from or how to decide which email needs attention comes in. Where will you start from and which email needs respond and how will you maximize your time now that you are back, and have lots of work load in your desk to deal with. This is where our solution to reducing email overload, email congestions and high volume of email originated from. Electronic Emails are parts of everyday life. Personal computer users use emails to communicate with friends, families, e-businesses and colleagues allowing ease of communications. Even with effective methods of controlling spam, the tide of potential irrelevant messages continues to rise. Emails to some people serves as archival tools, many users never discard messages because their information contents might be useful at a later date -for example, as a reminder of upcoming events and outstanding issues. Also, a paper by Schuff et al [1] states that "Emails are widely used to synchronize real-time communication, which is inconsistent with its primary goals". Email messages are designed to be sent, accumulate in repository and be periodically collected and read by receipt, which lends itself to the details of a vacation or a meeting's upcoming agenda.
Since most people rely on emails for efficiency and effectiveness of communication, mail boxes may become congested. Messages range from static organization knowledge to conversations with such a broad horizon of messages. Users may find it difficult to prioritize and successfully process the contents of new incoming messages. Also it may be difficult to find a previously archived message in the mail box.
Kushmerick [2] stated that "the ubiquity of email and its convenience as knowledge management tools make it unlikely that users' behavior will change as falling bandwidth and disk storage prices further reduce the incentive to steer away from using email as a document storage system". At this stage, new effective method for managing information in email, reducing email overloads is developed by grouping emails based on users' activities, and providing summarization of emails in this research.
Related Work
There is little exploration into the problems of categorizing and grouping emails into folders but less work in classification of emails based on the activities of users -based on what the users do.
One of the common existing methods used for email classifications is to archived messages into folders with a view of reducing the number of information objects a user must process at any given time. This is a manual classification solution, however, this is an insufficient solution as folder names are not necessarily a true reflections of their content and their creation and maintenance can impose a significant burden on the user [1] . There are some examples of existing email classifiers and some of them are:
Ishmail [3] : It automatically sort email messages into folders and order them by importance.
Commercial email clients [4] : Most popular commercial email clients like Procmail, Eudora, Mozilla Thunderbird, Microsoft Outlook and Outlook Express also supports message filing according to user-defined rule sets. IBM's MailCat [5] : It adapts dynamically to a user's observed mail-filling habits and provides a list of three folders most likely to be appropriate for a given message. Magi [6] : This records each email interaction and uses a learning algorithm to classify new messages based on the user's prior behavior Moreover, a rule-based system as explained by Schuff et al [1] can provide straight forward way to semi automate email classification and such system require the users to define a set of instructions for the email application to sort incoming messages into folders and order them by importance. The disadvantages of rulebased system are that they are challenging for non technical users because writing the rules require some level of programming experience. Bifrost an email classifier and a prototype email management system [3] avoids this difficulty by letting user define all filtering rules with a simple graphical interface.
Terry et al [4] proposed a new approach by automatically assessing incoming messages and making recommendations before emails reach the user's inbox, so the priority system classifies each messages as of either high or low importance based on its expected utility to the user. While Kushmerick [2] designed a system that automatically identifies messages belonging to the same structure activity, an electronic commerce transaction, thereby providing a high-level view that supports the use of email as a task manager and in summary Boone [6] describe Re: Agent system group similar messages based on existing folder structure provided by the user while it learns concept and decision policies for future message classification based on these folders examples.
Also, the implementation of existing summarizers and the techniques that are used in most summarization systems are the use of false positive regular expressions and also relying on existing software to find names of people and companies mentioned in certain messages. Also some implemented the use of gold standards as references. Zhou et al [7] states that human-written summaries usually make up the gold standards. And due to the complex structure of the email dialogue, the summary itself exhibits some discourse structure, necessitating such reader guidance phrases such as "for the … question," "on the … subject," "regarding …," "later in the same email," etc., to direct and refocus the reader's attention.
Survey
AOL research source investigated email as the most frequent used communication tool as shown in Figure  1 below. As email services advance, increasing volumes of email can flood users' mail boxes and can lead to congestion problem. Users will not be able to view contents of incoming mails and may find it difficult to find important mails in their mail box. Figure 1 shows more survey results. 
Contributions
Our contribution in this area of research is "consideration of highest frequencies of words in email messages, with selection of the sentences that contains the most frequent words and re-arranging the sentences in orders that generate a good summary and concisely group the email into activities based on the content of the message" using build in users' favorite dictionary as well as vocabulary model-the algorithm will use this to check up the meaning of words. So comparing to other techniques in [1, 8, 9] , this is more suitable for real time email client system because of the efficiency and good performances.
Methodology
Our email grouping system (EGS) as well as the email summarization system (ESS) uses heuristic approach with unsupervised machine learning techniques. We extract phrases "we have a meeting in the conference room tomorrow by 2pm. Hope all of the networking them will be there" and vocabularies from email messages, subject of email messages and check up the vocabularies with users' favorite dictionary that was developed. We build an activity model through which emails that pass through the email grouping system (EGS) are analyzed-check the subject as well as the message contents for phrases and vocabularies used and determine what the email is about after checking the vocabulary model with the dictionary and determine the correct activity based on its intelligent knowledge. When such activities are generated, then our EGS system will determine whether such email belong to an existing group or a new group has to be created. If it belongs to an existing group, then this becomes a sub-activity thread in this group but if it is a new activity, then a new group will be created.
We also implemented unsupervised machine learning approach with our email summarization system (ESS). We exploit most frequent words and phrases in email messages with combination of sentences that contains these words or phrases. We also train our email summarization algorithm on various types of email messages as we receive more emails that ranges from personal emails, public, business, e-commerce emails etc, the algorithm becomes more intelligent. If an email is about flight booking confirmation, our ESS will extract subject field and check for e-ticket as well as the content of the message-Airline reference number. If these are found, then our algorithm knows that this is about flight booking, so, it goes on further to extract the flight number, departure and arrival time to make its summary. Our summarization system is able to learn and continue to learn when new email of any content types are received as our algorithm keeps increasing its knowledge and becomes more intelligent as new ideas and new vocabularies are found.
Evaluation and Results
Our email grouping and summarization are evaluated using precision and recall. Enron Corpus was used and 4000 messages were downloaded from 100 mailboxes owned by 90 people. Our algorithm calculates precision and recall as: Recall = group found and correct group correct Precision = group found and correct total group found Our unsupervised machine learning approach achieved 98% accuracy in comparison to the gold standard. The evaluation results are explained below.
Email Grouping
This is an automated classification system where a set of rules are learnt by the proposed classifier and is trained to apply the learnt rules on the incoming email messages as it gets to the mail inbox. This enables the emails to be categorized base on the users' activities. However, the effectiveness and the accuracy of the classifier depend on the correctness of the rules implementation learnt and trained to execute.
The classifier provide a heuristics-based approach to extract common words (repeated words) in the subject of the email as well as the content of the mail and get all words frequencies in the subject, this means the number of times that each word occurred in the content and here we use the stop words to prevent the algorithm to count unnecessary words like "the, a, in, at". The algorithm is explained in figure 2 below:
Let the message downloaded be M If(M downloaded successfully) then { 1. let FW = most frequent words in the message 2. iterate over all activities and for each activity say AC a. let AFW = common words in activity AC b. if(FW is most likely AFC) then c.
mark the activity AC as the one for d. else continue to the next activity 3. if (AC is not null) then a. update the message activity as AC b. else create new activity called AC and set its AFW to be FW c.
let AN be the common words of the message after it is ordered according to its position in the message content or subject d. set the name of AC as AN 4. create a rule that states // machine learning a.
for each message received that has some words like FW b. AC is the activity for this message }
Figure 2: Email Classification Algorithm
The evaluation result of precision and recall result as compared with gold standard are shown in table 1 below. This is a classifier sample interface result as shown in Figure 3 after testing with different email datasets including Enron email datasets, and privates email messages.
Figure 3: Users' activities are on the left
Here, when the emails are received by the email client, the incoming emails are passed unto the classifier and this then group the emails into activities that users perform. In Figure 3 , the incoming email messages are grouped into users' activities and these activities are shown at the left hand side of Figure 3 . So, if the same email belongs to the same activities, they tend to form a structured thread and be grouped into the activities based on the content of the email message.
Email Summarization
This algorithm extracts important words in email messages so that the summarizer can generate a more useful summary from the message. The algorithm works logically based on the techniques as shown in the Figure 4 below:
Summarization Algorithm
Input: N, M, Msg Output: Sentence list 1). Identify N most frequent words in incoming email messages 2). Select M sentences from email containing most frequent words 3). Order the selected sentences according to their occurrence in the message 4). Output the ordered sentences as summary To measure the quality and goodness of the email summaries, gold standards are used as references. Zhou [7] stated that human written summaries make up the gold standards. We evaluate our proposed email summarizer against summaries from human participants and well as open text summary software as shown in Figure 5 . While Figure 6 show the original message received and 7 shows the real time summary output with a new design mail client. 
Summarizers' Comparison with Gold Standard

Figure 5: Email Summary Comparison
We evaluate the total numbers of word in each email and experiment with our proposed summarizer to test how good the summary could be and in the above it is noted that the numbers of words in the original message has been reduced as shown by the various summarizers and our proposed summary seems to summarize email message better.
Figure 6:
Original Message received Figure 6 shows an email message received. So, as the mail comes into the mail box, the mails are passed unto the summarizer and the summarizer makes a summary of each mail. The left sides of figure 6 shows the activities of the user and the summary of what the mail is about and if one clicks the activities, the summary of the mail will be shown. Figure 7 below shows the summary of the mail above.
Figure 7: Summary of Original message
The email above has been summarized as shown in Figure 7 by the propose summarizer and gives the concise summary that is meaningful.
Conclusions
We have presented an overview of the proposed solutions to extract important words in email messages to provide a better summary than simply running the unprocessed message. As this is another better way of generating useful summaries thus far. Our system also would be able to group emails messages into user's activities and provide a mechanism for emails that needs attention.
We analyze the features of emails and study email conversation structure, users' favorite dictionary, vocabulary model, which we argue and have not been sufficiently investigated in previous research on email classification and summarization. The email grouping system as well as email summarization system relies on a simple algorithm but it is very complex to implement. Yet it appears to work better than other existing approaches.
